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Abstract

The ability to keep working memory content up to date is vital for a number of

higher cognitive functions such as navigation and reasoning, but it is also crucial

for the effective operation of working memory itself. Removing outdated or ir-

relevant information allows focused processing of relevant information, and min-

imizes interference. We present evidence from three experiments that (1) people

utilize an active removal process to update working memory, (2) that this removal

process is an item-specific operation, and (3) that updating subsets of information

held in working memory involves switching between maintenance and updating

modes of working memory.
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1. Introduction

Working memory (WM) is a severely capacity-limited system serving the con-

figuration, manipulation, and maintenance of mental representations in support of

ongoing cognition (Baddeley, 1986; Cowan, 1999; Oberauer, 2009). The flexible

configuration of representations relies on ad-hoc integration of item and context

information. For example, memorizing a telephone number requires the binding

of digits to serial positions, and maintaining an accurate representation of one’s

environment while navigating traffic requires binding of shape, color, and dy-

namic location information over time (Oberauer, 2005; Wilhelm et al., 2013, also

see Ecker et al., 2013).

Because of WM’s capacity limitations, a fundamental requirement for its smooth

operation is a mechanism that ensures outdated and no-longer-relevant informa-

tion is discarded. Without such a mechanism, clutter from irrelevant information

would prevent access to relevant information and would thus ultimately render

efficient cognitive processing impossible.

Traditionally, a temporal decay mechanism has been proposed to serve this

‘housekeeping’ function (Baddeley, 2000; Barrouillet et al., 2007). However, sup-

ported by the growing evidence that WM representations do not, in fact, decay

(Berman et al., 2009; Jalbert et al., 2011; Lewandowsky et al., 2009; Oberauer &

Lewandowsky, 2008, 2013), we recently suggested that no-longer-relevant infor-

mation is discarded by an active removal process (Ecker et al., in press).

In Ecker et al. (in press), we argued that this removal process is the central
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component of WM updating, as for example when the operands “8” and “3” must

be replaced by their product “24” during mental arithmetic. Updating WM is

a process that is essential for maintaining a focus on relevant information and

replacing outdated with current information, and is thus crucial for mental arith-

metic, reading comprehension, navigation, and reasoning (Carretti et al., 2005;

Chen & Li, 2007; Garavan, 1998; Gugerty, 1997). By definition, WM updat-

ing involves the substitution of outdated by new information and may thus be

described as a two-component process: outdated information is removed and up-

dated information is encoded to replace it (Ecker et al., 2010, also see Artuso &

Palladino, 2011).

To investigate this proposed decomposition, Ecker et al. (in press) introduced

a novel updating task that allowed the experimental separation of removal and en-

coding processes. Previous investigations of WM updating, using traditional WM

updating tasks, focused either on the effectiveness of WM updating (e.g., Fried-

man et al., 2006) or its overall duration (Artuso & Palladino, 2011; Kessler &

Meiran, 2008). Traditional WM updating tasks present a set of to-be-remembered

items (e.g., the letters B-K-F) and then repeatedly replace one or more items (e.g.,

B-H-F . . . W-H-J, and so on) for participants to keep track of before they recall the

most recent set at the end of a trial. In tasks of that type, removal of outdated items

can only begin when the new items are presented. The time to update WM will

thus include both time for removal and time for encoding. The novel task used

by Ecker et al. (in press) presented a cue, indicating which item was about to be

replaced, before presenting the new to-be-encoded stimulus. This allowed partic-
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ipants to use the cue-target interval (CTI) to selectively remove an outdated item

from the memory set. Varying this CTI thus varied the time available for removal.

Ecker et al. (in press) found that longer CTIs led to faster updating, and argued

that people used those long CTIs for removal, thus supporting the notion of a two-

stage updating process comprising removal and encoding operations. Additional

evidence for a removal process came from trials in which the to-be-replaced item

in WM was similar, or even identical, to the new item replacing it. Ecker et al. (in

press) found that with a short CTI, similarity or identity between the old and the

new item reduced updating RTs, but these RT benefits were strongly reduced with

a long CTI. This finding provides additional evidence that the long CTI was used

for removing the old item, and not just to search for the to-be-updated item in the

list (e.g., cf. Lange et al., 2011).

In the present paper, we present further evidence that an active removal process

is central to WM updating, and expand on the previous work by demonstrating

that (1) this removal operation is item-specific and goes beyond finding a to-be-

updated item, and (2) how the removal process fits into a recent computational

model of WM updating, which assumes that updating subsets of information held

in working memory involves switching between maintenance and updating modes

of working memory (cf. Kessler & Oberauer, in press).

We begin by revisiting a finding from the literature that suggests the involve-

ment of multiple process in WM updating. Kessler & Meiran (2008) used an

updating task that presented n items in a set of frames, and substituted between 1

and n items repeatedly with new items. The authors measured the time it took their
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participants to complete this updating process, and found (in their Experiment 3)

that updating RTs increased with the number of to-be-updated items up to n− 1

items, but that updating was much faster again when all n items were replaced

on a given updating step. Thus, updating latencies depended in a non-monotonic

fashion on the number of to-be-updated items.

Kessler & Meiran (2008) explained this non-monotonicity by proposing a dis-

tinction between local and global updating processes. Local updating refers to

changes made to individual items, whereas global updating refers to the integra-

tion of all items in the current memory set after individual items were updated.

The authors argued that partial updates require a complex sequence of (1) “un-

binding” of the integrated representation of the previous memory set, (2) substi-

tution of some but not all items (i.e., the actual local updating), followed by (3)

re-binding the new set as part of the global updating process. In contrast, when

the entire set is updated, steps (1) and (2) can be omitted, the old set is simply

discarded and a new memory set is encoded and bound.

Our interpretation of the non-monotonicity of updating latencies is a specific

instantiation of the ideas of Kessler & Meiran (2008), in light of the results of

Ecker et al. (in press) and in the context of the SOB (serial order in a box) model

of WM (Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2002; Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2008; Oberauer

et al., 2012). SOB computationally implements the informational integration that

is key to WM processing in a two-layered neural network that associates items

(represented in one layer) with positional context markers (represented in the sec-

ond layer) via Hebbian learning. To this end, the two layers are connected by
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a weight matrix that is continuously adjusted by the learning algorithm. For in-

stance, in an updating task such as the one by Kessler & Meiran (2008), SOB

would associate each item to its frame through Hebbian learning. Forgetting in

SOB occurs purely because of interference (there is no temporal decay mecha-

nism). Interference from outdated information is prevented by an active removal

mechanism (see in particular Oberauer et al., 2012). Removal of a specific item

in SOB involves cuing the item with its position marker to retrieve it and then

“unlearning” the association between the item and its position via Hebbian anti-

learning (cf. Anderson, 1991; Lewandowsky, 1999). Thus, the removal of out-

dated and the encoding of new information is accomplished by two separate pro-

cesses in SOB.

Kessler & Meiran (2008)’s notion of unbinding refers in SOB to the unlearning

of selected items from their position markers. Like encoding of an item into the

network (Jolicoeur & Dell’Acqua, 1998), the act of removing an individual item

takes time (cf. Fawcett & Taylor, 2008; Oberauer, 2001). By contrast, wholesale

removal of an entire memory set can be achieved in SOB by simply resetting the

entire weight matrix, which we assume to be a very rapid process. It follows that

updating an entire memory set does not require active, item-wise removal, and

updating RT will mainly comprise the time needed for encoding the new mem-

ory set. This explains why updating an entire memory set is faster than partial

updating of just one or two items within a larger set. This distinction between

partial, item-wise updating and complete updating of an entire memory set is sup-

ported by neuro-cognitive evidence for selective recruitment of a neural network
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by partial updating as opposed to total set replacement (Murty et al., 2011).

The active removal process described by Ecker et al. (in press) is therefore

only utilized during partial updates, not complete updates, which can be achieved

more efficiently by ‘wiping’ memory (i.e., in SOB terms, by resetting the weight

matrix). It follows that bringing forward the removal process by providing a cue

with a sufficiently large CTI should reduce updating RTs for partial updates—

because the time can be used for unbinding of those representations—but not for

updates of the entire set —because ‘wiping’ takes very little time and hence there

is little to be gained by a longer CTI. Our notion of active item-wise removal thus

predicts that the non-monotonicity of updating RTs observed by Kessler & Meiran

(2008) should replicate with a short CTI, but should disappear with a long CTI.

With a long CTI we assume that for both partial and complete updates removal is

largely complete before the new stimuli are presented, so that the updating RTs

reflect primarily the time for encoding the new stimuli. To test this prediction, we

used the updating paradigm introduced by Ecker et al. (in press), but modified it

such that on each updating step, either 1, 2, or the total set of 3 items was updated.

2. Experiment 1

Based on the distinction between slow selective removal and fast wiping of

memory, we predicted that longer CTIs should lead to a substantial time gain in

partial updating, but little gain on updating steps replacing the entire memory set.

The updating task consisted of (1) an encoding stage, during which partici-

pants studied a set of three letters presented in individual frames, (2) an updating
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stage with multiple successive updating steps, each replacing 1, 2, or 3 letters of

the set, and (3) a final recall stage targeting all 3 items, the only purpose of which

was to ensure that participants were consistently updating the memory set during

stage 2. Before each updating step, a cue signaled which items were about to be

updated. The duration of the cue (i.e., the CTI) was either long—presumably al-

lowing for removal to take place—or short—allowing only enough time to focus

attention on the to-be-updated frames without providing sufficient time to initiate

the removal process.

2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Participants

Seventy-four University of Western Australia undergraduates participated for

partial course credit. Three participants were removed because of missing data

(n = 1) or misunderstanding of task instructions (n = 2); two further participants

were removed from the RT analyses because of outlying recall performance (see

Results for details). The final sample for the main RT analysis thus comprised 69

participants (51 females, 18 males; mean age 20.8 years; age range 18-34 years).

2.1.2. Apparatus and Procedure

The experiment was run with the aid of Matlab and the Psychophysics toolbox

(Brainard, 1997). Participants were tested individually in booths, sitting about 70

cm from a 17-in. thin-film transistor monitor.
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2.1.3. Stimuli, Design, and Procedure

The letter updating task involved a single row of three black, rectangular

frames. Following a fixation cross presented for one second, each trial began with

the simultaneous 2-second presentation of 3 black consonants (ranging from B to

Z) in the frames. The minimum alphabetic distance between the to-be-encoded

letters was 2, to avoid sequences such as X, Y, Z.

A series of updating steps followed. On each step, new letter(s) were presented

in 1, 2, or 3 frames. The to-be-updated frames at each step turned bold and red

before the new content was displayed, potentially allowing participants to remove

outdated memory content before encoding the new memoranda. The time between

cue onset and onset of the new content (i.e., the CTI) was either short (i.e., 200

ms before presentation of the new items) or long (i.e., 1500 ms).

Participants pressed the space bar once they had encoded the new content, that

is, as soon as they had updated their WM. The new memoranda remained on the

screen until a response was made or the maximum updating time of 5 seconds was

reached. After each updating step, the frames were blanked for 500 ms or 1800

ms in the long and short CTI condition, respectively, ensuring equal retention

intervals in both conditions (i.e., 500 ms + 1500 ms in the long CTI condition and

1800 ms + 200 ms in the short CTI condition).

The number of updating steps varied from 1 to 21; the sequence finished with

a constant probability of 10% after each updating step. This resulted in an un-

predictable number of updating steps, and because each step was equally likely

to be the last, participants had an equal incentive to carry out each updating step
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independent of the duration of the sequence. Sequences had a mean number of

about 9 updating steps. The number of to-be-updated frames and CTI duration

were chosen randomly at each step.

After the updating phase of each trial, participants recalled the current contents

of all frames. Recall was prompted by blue question marks appearing one-by-one

in each frame in random order. Probes remained on the screen until a response was

given, or until the maximum response time of 5 seconds per frame was reached.

After recall of all three frames, feedback (“x out of 3 correct”) was given. The

blank-screen inter-trial interval was 2.5 seconds. A representative (albeit short)

trial sequence is shown in Figure 1.

In sum, the experiment comprised a total of 3 (number of updated frames: 1

vs. 2 vs. 3) × 2 (cue-target interval: 200 vs. 1500 ms) conditions. There were 28

trials in total (plus 4 practice trials), yielding approximately 252 updating steps, or

42 per condition. Each trial took approximately 40 seconds, and the experiment

took about 20 minutes.

[Figure 1 about here.]

2.2. Results

2.2.1. Recall accuracy analysis

Recall accuracy was very high, as expected, with M = .96 (SD = .04; N = 71).

Two outliers, falling more than 1.5 interquartile ranges below the first quartile,

were removed for the RT analysis.
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2.2.2. Updating RT analysis

Updating response time data are shown in Figure 2.

A two-way repeated measures ANOVA on updating response times yielded

a significant main effect of the number of updated frames, F(2,136) = 64.30,

MSE = 0.03, p < .001, η2
p = 0.49, a significant main effect of CTI, F(1,68) =

281.68, MSE = 0.02, p < .001, η2
p = 0.81, as well as a significant interaction,

F(2,136) = 109.55, MSE = 0.01, p < .001, η2
p = 0.62. Planned contrasts showed

that on average it took significantly longer to update two frames compared to one

(1.44 seconds vs. 1.26 seconds; F(1,68) = 146.29, MSE = 0.02, p < .001) and

that with 1 or 2 frames, updating took significantly longer with a short as com-

pared to a long CTI (1.53 vs. 1.17 seconds; F(1,68) = 320.14, MSE = 0.03,

p < .001. However, updating three frames was relatively quick (1.23 seconds),

and CTI duration had a negligible impact on updating RT when all three frames

were updated. While the CTI effect with three updated frames was statistically

significant (arguably due to the large sample size and power; 1.26 vs. 1.20 sec-

onds; F(1,68) = 13.59, MSE = 0.01, p < .001), it was much smaller with three

frames (53 ms) than with one or two frames (362 ms).

[Figure 2 about here.]

2.3. Discussion

The results of Experiment 1 support our hypothesis that partial updating of a

memory set involves a process of active removal. Bringing forward this removal

process by cueing the to-be-updated frames 1500 ms before presentation of the
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new items sped up partial updating substantially. This time saving of roughly

300-400 ms can be interpreted as the time that is required to initiate item-wise

removal, and at least partially remove information from WM. Based on previous

research it is likely that near-complete removal takes a little more time (500-600

ms per item; cf. LaRocque et al., 2013; Oberauer, 2001).

In contrast, the opportunity to remove items from memory before presentation

of new memoranda brought no substantial advantage when the entire memory set

was updated. This finding supports our notion that memory can be cleared almost

instantly, and that updating of an entire memory set does not require the time-

consuming selective removal process.

The speed-up induced by the long CTI did not increase with the number of

to-be-updated items. This unexpected observation seems to imply that removing

one item from WM takes as long as removing two items. There are two possible

explanations. One is that removal of multiple items can occur in parallel. While

this is a theoretical possibility, it is at odds with SOB’s notion that items must be

retrieved individually to be removed selectively through anti-learning.

The second explanation is that people use the CTI only to remove one item,

even when two items are about to be updated. This might be an efficient strat-

egy because item-specific removal is likely to require the focus of attention, and

switching the focus of attention to a new item takes time (cf. Garavan, 1998; Ober-

auer, 2003). Thus, the most efficient use of the CTI might be to focus on the first

to-be-removed item and remove it, then wait. As soon as the new item(s) are pre-

sented, one of them can immediately be encoded in the currently focused frame.
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Only then would the focus move on to the second to-be-updated frame (if there is

one), remove the old item, and encode the new item.

This interpretation is in line with a recent proposal by Kessler & Oberauer

(in press), which suggests that partial updating involves not only switching of the

focus of attention between list positions, but also switching between two operating

modes of WM, viz. maintenance and updating. Because this proposal is explored

in our next experiment, we present it in some detail, considering first the situation

in which there is no (or very little) pre-cued time for removal. In that situation

participants are assumed to scan the items from the beginning of the list to the end

(i.e., moving the focus of attention from frame to frame; cf. Farrell & Lelièvre,

2009) in the default maintenance mode (cf. O’Reilly, 2006). Hence, if the item

in the first (i.e., left-most) frame is not updated, people stay in maintenance mode

(M), perhaps refreshing the first item, before moving on to the next frame. As

soon as a frame is encountered that requires updating, people switch to updating

mode (U). Updating mode entails the active removal of the current item from

WM (i.e., unbinding it from the currently-focused frame) and the encoding of its

replacement by binding it to the same frame. Once updating is complete, people

move on to the next frame. If the next frame is not updated, a switch back into

maintenance (M) mode is required, whereas if a further update is required people

remain in updating mode. It follows that updating frames 1 and 3 would require

3 mode switches from M to U and back; the sequence of modes while scanning

the list from left to right would be (M)UMU, where the initial M in parentheses

refers to the default mode at the outset. Updating frames 1 and 2 requires two
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mode switches, (M)UUM; and updating frames 2 and 3 requires only one mode

switch, (M)MUU. In the case of 1-frame updates, updating frame 1, (M)UMM,

and updating frame 2, (M)MUM, would both require two mode switches, but

updating frame 3 would only require one switch, (M)MMU. Kessler & Oberauer

(in press) implemented this notion as a regression model with two predictors,

the number of mode switches needed when scanning from left to right, and the

number of new items to encode. This model gave a satisfactory account of the

mean RTs across conditions differing in the number of updated items and their

position in the list.

What would this “scan-switch-removal” model predict for the situation in

which there is a long CTI that permits removal ahead of presentation of the re-

placement item? The assumptions of the model, applied to the present paradigm,

are illustrated in Figure 3. We would expect participants to use the long CTI

to scan the list up to the first to-be-updated frame, switch to updating mode, re-

move the item in that frame, and then wait—rather than move on to the next

frame—because this strategy would minimize the number of both focus and mode

switches. For instance, consider an updating step in which the first and the third

item need to be updated. If people used the CTI to remove both items, they would

have to carry out three focus switches—to the first item, then on to the second,

then to the third—and three mode switches—(M)UMU—during the CTI. Once

the new content is presented, they would have to shift the focus of attention back

to the first and then to the third frame to encode the new items, with a possible

intermediate switch to the second frame to refresh its content, including additional
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mode switches. In total, people would do a minimum of five focus switches and

a minimum of three mode switches. In contrast, with the ‘remove-one-and-wait’

strategy, people would only perform one focus switch (to the first frame) and one

mode switch (from M to U) during the CTI. When the new content is presented,

they would immediately encode the first new item in the first frame, then continue

scanning through the list to complete the updating process, including two more

focus switches and two more mode switches. Hence, this strategy would result in

a net saving of at least two focus switches across the entire updating operation.

[Figure 3 about here.]

To test the assumptions just presented, we applied an extended version of the

regression model of Kessler & Oberauer (in press) to the mean RTs of Experi-

ment 1. We coded the hypothetical processes required at each updating step with

the following predictors: The number of new items to encode (E1; 1-3), the num-

ber of items still to be removed after the new items are presented (R; 0-2), and

the number of mode switches required to complete a full forward scan of the

memory set (MS; 0-3), as well as the number of focus switches (FS; 0-2). We

also included a refresh (RF) predictor to code the number of non-updated, to-be-

refreshed items.2 As explained in the Introduction, we assume that when all items

1The E predictor is called item-position in Kessler & Oberauer (in press) because it reflects the

number of new item-position bindings that need to be established.
2We note that the parameters are partially redundant; for example, for all partial updates, the

number of focus switches in the long CTI condition is redundant with the sum of refresh and

removal operations, while in the short CTI condition it is redundant with the sum of refresh and

removal operations minus 1. This caused some singularities and hence model convergence failures.

We nonetheless retained all parameters in order to test all identified model versions.
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are to be updated (UUU), people rapidly wipe out the entire content of WM, rather

than removing items one by one. Therefore, the number of removals (R) was set

to 0 for the UUU condition, and instead we introduced a separate ‘wipe’ predictor

(W ). The wipe predictor codes the operation of rapidly wiping the entire content

of WM; this predictor was set to 1 for each updating step in which all three letters

were to be updated, and to 0 for all other cases.

Importantly, the predictors code only the processes left to be done after the

CTI, because all processes that can be completed within the CTI do not count

towards the measured updating RT. Therefore, the predictors differed between the

short and long CTI conditions. For example, with a long CTI, a double update

of frames 2 and 3 would involve no refreshing or mode switching, and only one

focus switch: Participants could use the CTI to refresh the first item, switch to

updating mode, remove the letter in frame 2, then wait. Once the new items are

presented, what is left to do is to encode the new letter in frame 2, perform a focus

switch to frame 3, remove the old letter in frame 3, and encode the new letter in

frame 3. Hence the predictor values are RF = MS =W = 0;FS = R = 1;E = 2. In

contrast, with a short CTI, participants could do nothing but switching the focus

of attention to the first list item during the CTI. Once the new items are presented,

they would have to refresh the first item, switch into updating mode, perform

two focus switches, remove two items, and encode the two replacement items

(W = 0;RF = SW = 1;R = E = 2). The complete set of model predictors for all

conditions are given in Table 1.

[Table 1 about here.]
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Linear models combining these predictors were fit through multi-level mixed-

effects regression to the data of Experiment 1 (more specifically, to the individual

RTs from each trial). Mixed-effects modeling is a flexible analysis tool that can

simultaneously account for predictor effects and individual differences in these

effects; by entering all predictors simultaneously as both fixed and random effects,

the model estimates the intercept and main effects—in this case, the effects of the

number of removals, the number of mode switches, etc.—while at the same time

allowing these to vary across subjects. We first tested all possible additive models,

and then added singular interaction terms to the best-fitting candidates. Table 2

presents the model fits for the five best-fitting models3, based on BIC.

The modeling showed that both the mode switch and the removal predictor

were included in the best fitting models. Based on BIC, the model achieving

the best fit was (SEs in parentheses): Updating RT = 704(40)+ 156(14)×E +

87(7)×R+ 393(18)×MS− 95(7)×E ×MS ms, with a coefficient of determi-

nation COD = 0.437 and a Bayes Information Criterion BIC = 23403. The best-

fitting model without a removal parameter achieved a BIC = 23437; which is

34 BIC units worse than the best-fitting model including removal. According to

Raftery (1996) this difference in BIC values provides very strong evidence in favor

of the removal model. Figure 4 shows the best-fitting model’s fit to the data.

[Table 2 about here.]

3We limit the number of model fits presented due to space considerations; results from the full

set of 80+ model tests are available from the first author on request. The fact that none of the

reported models involve a focus switch predictor is due to the partial redundancy of parameters

and should not be taken as evidence against the relevance of focus switching.
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[Figure 4 about here.]

The best-fitting model suggests that mode-switching, item-removal, and en-

coding of new items all contributed significantly to updating latencies. The re-

gression weights of the predictors provide estimates for the contribution of the

corresponding processes to updating RTs. For instance, encoding of each new

item is estimated to take 156 ms, removing an item is estimated to take 87 ms, and

switching between maintenance and updating mode is estimated to take 393 ms.4

The interaction reflects a reduction of mode switch cost by 95 ms for every to-

be-encoded item. This could mean that switching from maintenance to updating

mode (in order to encode a new item) is quicker than switching from updating to

maintenance mode. In the task switching literature, such asymmetric switch costs

are typically interpreted such that switching to the easier task takes longer than

switching to the harder task (cf. Gilbert & Shallice, 2002; Schneider & Ander-

son, 2010). If maintenance is easier than updating, it would make sense to have

maintenance as the default mode, and to have larger switch cost from updating to

maintenance than vice versa. The fact that the wiping and refreshing parameters

were not necessary for a good model fit implies that either participants did not

wipe or refresh, or that the time required for these processes was so short that

it was not measurably different from zero in our data, which seems plausible at

least for the wiping process. The finding that the wiping predictor had no signifi-

4This interpretation of the fixed effects estimates assumes discrete sequential processing stages.

In reality, processing stages might partially overlap, and thus the duration of the processes might

be longer than indicated here.
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cant regression weight should not be taken as evidence against the proposed rapid

wiping process. This is because the rapid-wiping proposal is incorporated not

only in the wiping predictor itself but also in how we coded the removal predictor.

Specifically, we assumed no item-wise removal for the UUU conditions—without

a quick wiping process, however, those conditions would require two (with a long

CTI) or three (with a short CTI) removal operations.

A critic could argue that, if wiping memory is so much faster than removing

individual items, it might be more efficient to wipe memory whenever updating is

required, instead of relying on a slower, item-wise removal process. In response

we note that in our paradigm, only new items are presented at each update step,

whereas memorized items that are not being updated are not re-presented. Hence

the task cannot be performed with indiscriminate wiping when fewer than 3 up-

dates are required, because wiping would render information inaccessible that is

still required for accurate retention. This situation mimics the real world where

sometimes only certain aspects of an event are updated, while the constant aspects

should still be maintained in memory.

To corroborate the assumption that only one item is removed during a long

CTI, we additionally tested alternative versions of the best-fitting removal mod-

els, assuming that people can utilize the long CTI to remove multiple items. These

models still assumed that participants completed a full scan through the list in

both the short and long CTI conditions, including the associated mode and fo-

cus switching operations, but the removal predictor was set to 0 for all long-CTI

conditions to reflect the assumption that all to-be-updated items were already re-
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moved during the CTI. These models achieved worse fits (with BICs > 23551)

than the removal models that assumed only one item to be removed during the

long CTI.

3. Experiment 2

Experiment 1 suggested that people only remove one item during a long CTI,

even when two items are marked as to-be updated. We argued this is efficient

behavior as it minimizes focus switch and mode switch costs. Yet, an alterna-

tive hypothesis is that people would have removed more information had they had

more time. Experiment 2 tested the idea that, with a sufficiently long CTI, peo-

ple might remove more than one item, and thus show a larger gain in RTs from

the long CTI in conditions that would benefit from the removal of more than one

item. To this end, we added a third condition with a very long CTI to the de-

sign of Experiment 1, while omitting the full update condition, which according

to our account does not involve removal. In addition, Experiment 2 provided a

further opportunity to observe the robustness of our account of the intricacies of

Experiment 1.

3.1. Methods

3.1.1. Participants

We tested 37 undergraduate students from the University of Western Australia,

who received course credit. Three participants were removed from the main RT

analyses because of outlying recall performance (see Results for details). The
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final sample for the main RT analysis thus comprised 34 participants (20 females,

14 males; mean age 20.1 years; age range 17-31 years).

3.1.2. Apparatus and Procedure

Apparatus and procedure were identical to Experiment 1 except for the addi-

tion of a third, very-long (3000 ms) CTI condition, and the omission of the full

update condition. Thus, the experiment comprised a total of 2 (number of updated

frames: 1 vs. 2) × 3 (CTI: 200 vs. 1500 vs. 3000 ms) conditions. There were 15

trials in total (plus 4 practice trials), with an average of 9 updating steps per trial,

yielding approximately 135 updating steps, or 22.5 per condition. Each trial took

approximately 40 seconds, and the experiment took about 15 minutes.

3.2. Results

3.2.1. Recall accuracy analysis

Recall accuracy was again very high, with M = .94 (SD = .07; N = 37). Three

outliers, falling more than 1.5 interquartile ranges below the first quartile, were

removed for the RT analysis.

3.2.2. Updating RT analysis

Updating response time data are shown in Figure 5.

[Figure 5 about here.]

A 2× 3 repeated measures ANOVA on updating RTs yielded a main effect

of the number of updated frames, F(1,33) = 71.66, MSE = 0.03, p < .001,
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η2
p = 0.68, a main effect of CTI, F(2,66) = 167.88, MSE = 0.02, p < .001,

η2
p = 0.84, but no significant interaction, F(2,66) = 2.06, MSE = 0.02, p > .10,

η2
p = 0.06. Results showed that it took longer to update two frames than one,

and that a longer CTI led to faster updating RTs. The effect of CTI was strong

when comparing the short (200 ms) and long (1500 ms) conditions, but negligible

when comparing long and very-long (3000 ms) conditions. The lack of interaction

means that doubling the CTI still did not lead to a larger RT gain in the 2-frame

updates compared to the 1-frame updates. Thus, it appears that even when given

a 3000 ms headstart for removal, participants do not remove more than one item.

We applied the mixed effects regression model as specified in Experiment 1,

but without the wiping parameter due to the absence of the full-set updating

condition. As in Experiment 1, models featuring both a mode switch and a re-

moval parameter achieved the best fits. As the long and very-long CTI condi-

tions were coded identically, we additionally introduced a parameter c to account

for the small observed RT difference between long and very-long CTI condi-

tions (c was coded 1 in the very-long CTI conditions and 0 otherwise, and was

added as a fixed effect only); this had only marginal impact. Table 3 presents

the model fits for the five best-fitting models, based on BIC, plus the best-fitting

model without removal, and the preferred model of Experiment 1.5 We found

that a simple model provided the best fit (SEs in parentheses): Updating RT

= 901(53)+ 131(15)×R+ 255(18)×MS ms, with COD = 0.380,BIC = 6865.

5We limit the number of model fits presented due to space considerations; results from the full

set of 60+ model tests are available from the first author on request.
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The best removal-free model achieved BIC = 6905; again the loss of fit relative to

the best model with removal (BIC difference = 40) is very strong evidence in favor

of a model featuring a removal predictor. Figure 6 shows the best-fitting model’s

fit to the data.

[Table 3 about here.]

[Figure 6 about here.]

To again corroborate the notion of one-item removal during a long CTI, we ad-

ditionally tested alternative versions of the best-fitting removal models, assuming

that people can utilize the long CTI to remove multiple items. As in Experiment 1,

these models achieved worse fits (with BICs > 6951) than the removal models as-

suming one-item removal during the long CTI.

3.3. Discussion

The results from Experiment 2 again suggested that in the present task people

only removed one item in anticipation of an update, even when this update con-

cerned more than one item, and even when participants arguably had sufficient

time (3 seconds) to perform two removal operations. This supports our notion

that people avoid focus switching and mode switching when removing informa-

tion from WM during updating. The modeling of the Experiment 2 data was

broadly consistent with the modeling in Experiment 1, in that again models fea-

turing both removal and mode-switching parameters achieved the best fits to the

data. Differences between the modeling in Experiment 1 and the modeling in
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Experiment 2 resulted mainly from the differences related to experimental design

differences, viz. the full-set updating condition in Experiment 1 and the very-long

CTI condition in Experiment 2. We highlight the fact, however, that when ig-

noring the experiment-specific model versions including W and c predictors, the

modeling was remarkably consistent across experiments, with variants of a core

model featuring removal and mode-switching supported by both BIC and AIC fit

indices. The only notable difference between experiments was that the encoding

predictor carried somewhat less weight in Experiment 2.

Our emphasis on the similarities in the modeling of Experiments 1 and 2 was

buttressed by the results of an across-experiment modeling analysis. To this end,

we restricted the modeling to the conditions shared by both experiments (i.e.,

we excluded the full-update and very-long CTI conditions from the data of Ex-

periments 1 and 2, respectively). The data from both experiments were cap-

tured well by the same simple model with removal and mode-switching predic-

tors. This model achieved the best fit (based on BIC) out of all possible models

for both Experiments 1 and 2 (SEs in parentheses; Experiment 1: Updating RT

= 914(34)+114(12)×R+247(13)×MS ms, with COD = 0.433,BIC = 16921;

Experiment 2: Updating RT = 915(54)+ 103(19)×R+ 282(20)×MS ms, with

COD = 0.382,BIC = 5084).

To further corroborate the somewhat counterintuitive conclusion that people

remove only one old item before receiving the new content, even if they have 3

seconds for removal, we designed another experiment. This final experiment was

based on Ecker et al. (in press)’s Experiment 1. That experiment investigated the
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effects of occasional item repetitions in an updating task equivalent to the task

used here. In repetition trials the new letter presented for updating matched the

old letter in the same frame. In that case, there is no item substitution, and hence

no need for actual updating. Accordingly, Ecker et al. (in press) found that up-

dating steps with an item repetition were markedly faster than those presenting

an actually new item. More importantly, Ecker et al. (in press) demonstrated that

the opportunity to remove a to-be-updated item during a long CTI virtually elim-

inated this item repetition benefit in updating RTs. In other words, updating RTs

are short when an item is repeated in the same frame (as replacing an item with

itself does not actually require any updating), but this repetition benefit is elimi-

nated if the to-be-replaced item is removed from WM before the new (identical)

item is presented.

In the present context, this observation leads to the following prediction: If

people use a long CTI to only remove one item even when two items are marked

as to-be updated, then a long CTI should abolish the item-repetition benefit for

the removed item but not for the non-removed item. Further assuming that in

the present paradigm, people scan their memory set in forward order (i.e., start-

ing with frame-1, ending with frame-3) and remove only the first—that is, the

left-most—to-be-substituted item, the repetition benefit should be present for the

right-most item in both short and long CTI conditions, but should occur for the

left-most item only in the short but not the long CTI condition. For instance, if

the current memory set is B-C-D, and the first and third frame are cued as to-be-

updated, then a long CTI would be used to remove B but not D. If the new items
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presented after the CTI are B-()-N, there would be no repetition benefit for the

repeated B, compared to a condition where the new items are G-()-N. In contrast,

if the new items are F-()-D, there would still be a repetition benefit for the re-

peated D, compared to a condition where the new items are F-()-G. The purpose

of Experiment 3 was to test this precise prediction of a highly specific interaction

between CTI duration and repetition condition.

4. Experiment 3

Experiment 3 modified the updating task used in the present Experiment 1 in

the following ways: (1) Each updating step updated two frames; (2) occasionally

(20% of updating steps), a single item repeated across two successive updating

steps involving its specific frame (as in Experiment 1 of Ecker et al., in press). As

two frames were updated but only one item (occasionally) repeated, the repetition

could occur either in the left or the right updated frame. To reiterate, if only the

content of the first (i.e., left-most) frame is removed during a long CTI, then a

long CTI should only lead to a reduction of the expected repetition benefit for the

left but not the right updated frame.

4.1. Methods

4.1.1. Participants

We tested 43 undergraduate students from the University of Western Australia,

who received course credit. One participant was removed for not following task

instructions; three participants were additionally removed from the main RT anal-
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yses because of outlying recall performance (see Results for details). One par-

ticipant had missing data, but the number of correctly completed trials (36) was

deemed sufficient to retain the participant’s data.6 The final sample for the main

RT analysis thus comprised 39 participants (29 females, 14 males; mean age 20.3

years; age range 18-29 years).

4.1.2. Apparatus and Procedure

Apparatus and procedure were identical to Experiment 1 except for the con-

stant updating of two frames, and the repetition of a single item on a random

20% of the updating steps. The experiment comprised a total of 3 (repetition:

no-repetition vs. repetition-left vs. repetition-right) × 2 (CTI: 200 vs. 1500 ms)

conditions. There were 70 trials in total (plus 4 practice trials), with an average of

9 updating steps per trial, yielding approximately 630 updating steps, or 252 per

no-repetition condition, and 31.5 per repetition condition. Each trial took approx-

imately 40 seconds, and the experiment took about 50 minutes.

4.2. Results

4.2.1. Recall accuracy analysis

Recall accuracy was again very high, with M = .96 (SD = .07; N = 42). Three

outliers falling more than 1.5 interquartile ranges below the first quartile were

removed for the RT analysis.

6Excluding this participant did not affect the outcome.
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4.2.2. Updating RT analysis

Updating response time data are shown in Figure 7.

[Figure 7 about here.]

A 3×2 repeated measures ANOVA on updating RTs yielded a main effect of

repetition, F(2,76) = 3.44, MSE = 0.01, p = .04, η2
p = 0.08, a main effect of

CTI, F(1,38) = 147.59, MSE = 0.03, p < .001, η2
p = 0.80, as well as a sig-

nificant interaction, F(2,76) = 4.60, MSE = 0.01, p = .01, η2
p = 0.11. The

observed interaction exactly mirrored the predicted pattern: Repetitions on the

left incurred an RT benefit at the short CTI, but that repetition benefit was en-

tirely abolished at the long CTI. Contrast analysis confirmed that the difference

between no-repetition and repetition-left conditions was greater in the short com-

pared to the long CTI condition (significant interaction contrast, F(1,38) = 7.47,

MSE = 0.005, p = .01). Repetitions on the right, by contrast, incurred a benefit

regardless of CTI. As a consequence, the repetition benefits on the left and on the

right were equally large with a short CTI, whereas at a long CTI there was a repe-

tition benefit only on the right. Statistically, the difference between repetition-left

and repetition-right conditions was greater in the long compared to the short CTI

condition (significant interaction contrast, F(1,38) = 7.74, MSE = 0.01, p= .01),

whereas the difference between no-repetition and repetition-right conditions was

not affected by CTI (F < 1 for the interaction contrast).

We again applied our mixed-effects regression modeling approach. One chal-

lenge in the modeling of Experiment 3 was how to deal with the item repetitions,
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that is, with situations where the cue prompts updating but the item prompts main-

tenance. Modeling of the long-CTI condition was straightforward, because we as-

sumed that the first to-be-updated item encountered during scanning is removed,

regardless of whether it was later to be replaced by an identical item or not. For the

short-CTI condition, however, there were two options: (1) The cognitive system

detects the repetition before deciding upon the operating mode (updating or main-

tenance), and hence remains in, or shifts into, maintenance mode. (2) The system

first decides on the operation mode, hence remaining in, or shifting into, updat-

ing mode (as indicated by the cue), and only then detects the repetition, which

obviates the removal of the item. We tried both options, in each case adding a fur-

ther parameter D to capture the additional time for detecting the repetition. Initial

modeling showed that possibility (1) invariably led to serious misfits of the data,

and these models were thus discarded. By contrast, models of variety (2) achieved

good fits, and Table 4 summarizes the model predictors for all conditions.

As in Experiments 1 and 2, the best-fitting models of Experiment 3 included

both removal and mode-switch parameters; they are summarized in Table 5. We

again found that a simple model provided the best fit (SEs in parentheses): Up-

dating RT = 862(94)+ 71(51)×R+ 36(51)×D ms, with COD = 0.430,BIC =

37890. The best removal-free model achieved BIC = 37950; again the loss of

fit relative to the best model with removal (BIC difference = 60) is very strong

evidence in favor of a model featuring a removal predictor. Figure 8 shows the

best-fitting model’s fit to the data.

[Table 4 about here.]
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[Table 5 about here.]

[Figure 8 about here.]

4.3. Discussion

The results of Experiment 3 again showed that a longer CTI led to faster updat-

ing RTs, corroborating our claim of an active removal process contributing to WM

updating. Results also showed that item repetition led to an updating RT benefit

in all conditions, except for the long CTI condition that featured a repetition in the

left-most frame. This supports our notion that item-specific removal took place

only in the long CTI condition, and that even when two frames were updated, only

the left-most to-be-updated item was in fact removed before presentation of the

new items. We interpret this as corroborating evidence for our proposal that dur-

ing WM updating in the current paradigm, people scan the memory set in forward

order until encountering a to-be-substituted item, at which point WM switches

from maintenance to updating mode, and the item is actively removed. To avoid

further switches of WM mode and the focus of attention, the focus then stands by

until a new item can be encoded by associating it to the cleared context (cf. also

Kessler & Oberauer, in press), even if there would be enough time to perform a

further removal.

5. General Discussion

Across three experiments, we provided evidence that giving people sufficient

time in an updating task to remove to-be-substituted items before the presenta-

tion of new items substantially speeds subsequent updating. This supports Ecker
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et al. (in press)’s proposal that active removal is a core process involved in WM

updating.

As alluded to in the Introduction, an alternative view might suggest that in

the present set of experiments, people could have used the long CTI just to find

the to-be-removed item, without actually removing it. We endorse the view that

part of the long CTI is used to find the first to-be-removed item, and we note that

this search process is reflected in our modeling in the assumption of sequential

scanning and the time cost for a frame switch. However, assuming that the long

CTI is used only for finding the to-be-replaced item but not for removing it cannot

explain why, with a long CTI, item-repetition benefits disappear, as shown by

(Ecker et al., in press) and again in the present Experiment 3. Therefore, the

assumption that people use the long CTI to both find and remove the first to-be-

updated item is in better agreement with the data than the alternative explanation

that the CTI is used only for finding that item.

The present evidence for an active removal process in WM converges with

other findings supporting active removal. Using a short-term variant of the DRM

false-memory paradigm, Festini & Reuter-Lorenz (2013) showed that only to-be-

remembered items, but not to-be-forgotten items, produced false memories for se-

mantic associates of those items. Hence, directed-forgetting instructions reduced

semantic-associative processing of the to-be-forgotten items (Lin et al., 2013).

Festini & Reuter-Lorenz (in press) used a two-list modified Sternberg paradigm,

with directed forgetting of one of the lists (Oberauer, 2001). On some trials, study

items from the previous trial served as the recognition probe. False alarm rates
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and correct rejection RTs to recent to-be-forgotten items were not different from

new items, showing that directed forgetting can virtually eliminate proactive in-

terference in WM, suggesting complete removal. Likewise, Williams et al. (2013)

showed that removal of irrelevant items from WM in a change-detection task can

be highly effective: the authors provided evidence that items cued for removal

were no longer available in WM subsequently, suggesting complete removal. The

authors also demonstrated that removal of irrelevant items improved the represen-

tational quality of the remaining items. Finally, Fawcett & Taylor (2008, 2012)

showed that the act of intentional forgetting interfered with an unrelated secondary

task and reduced incidental memory for distractor stimuli.

The question remains what specific mechanisms underlie these effects. Fes-

tini & Reuter-Lorenz (2013, in press) attributed their findings to an active forget-

ting process that attenuated the memory representation of to-be-forgotten items.

They speculated that this might be an inhibitory process, as suggested for ex-

ample by Hasher & Zacks (1988). Conceptually, our proposed removal process

can be considered an inhibitory process, although the item-context “unlearning”

implementation of removal in SOB is computationally different from traditional

implementations of inhibition such as lateral inhibition (for a recent application in

a WM model, see Chuderski et al., in press). Future research may investigate the

relation between removal ability and other inhibitory processes such as response

inhibition. For now, we argue that removal and inhibition, even though they serve

similar cognitive-control functions, should be conceptually distinguished because

they work differently in computational models (cf. Chuderski et al., 2012; Dave-
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laar & Cooper, 2010).

Festini & Reuter-Lorenz (2013, in press) further speculated that selective re-

hearsal (i.e., preferential processing of non-removed information) might have con-

tributed to their results, but emphasized that active forgetting seems to differ from

simply blocking rehearsal of the to-be-forgotten information. We agree that active

removal is not inherently related to (although it may result in) selective rehearsal.

An account based purely on selective rehearsal would implicitly require a pro-

cess to achieve the kind of representational weakening described by Festini &

Reuter-Lorenz (in press), that is, a process by which non-rehearsed WM contents

disappear—they could be assumed to decay, or to be crowded out by interference

from the stronger rehearsed contents. Decay is a particularly unlikely explana-

tion for the finding of Festini & Reuter-Lorenz (in press) that directed forgetting

eliminates proactive interference from recent negative probes, because Berman

et al. (2009) found that proactive interference from recent negative probes re-

mains largely undiminished across a large range of inter-trial intervals. Thus, the

mere passage of time does not do much to get rid of outdated information in WM;

doing so requires an active process of forgetting.

To further support this argument, we argue that the differential pattern of rep-

etition benefits for left-repetitions and right-repetitions at long CTIs in Experi-

ment 3 presents a strong case against both decay and interference-based crowd-

ing out as the ‘housekeeping’ mechanism for clearing out outdated information

from WM (adding to the already existing evidence against decay in verbal WM

(Berman et al., 2009; Jalbert et al., 2011; Lewandowsky et al., 2009; Oberauer &
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Lewandowsky, 2008, 2013)). To specify: Selective rehearsal of to-be-remembered

items, combined with decay or interference-based crowding out of to-be-forgetten

items, implies that all non-rehearsed items disappear from WM at the same rate.

This account cannot be reconciled with the fact that, after a long CTI, repetition

benefits differed for to-be-removed items on the left and on the right side of the

memory set. Therefore, the results of Experiment 3 strengthen the hypothesis of

active removal and discriminate it from passive decay or crowding out of outdated

information in WM.

Williams et al. (2013) took their results to imply that there are two ways for

information to leave WM—an item can be replaced with a new item or it can be

removed in a top-down fashion. We argue, in contrast, that it is the same removal

process that is involved in both the “replacement” and “top-down removal” sce-

narios described by Williams et al. (2013), just accompanied or not accompanied

by the encoding of a new item. A process of replacement separate from removal

and encoding, as envisioned by Williams et al. (2013), does not agree with the

mechanisms in the SOB model: If encoding involves binding an item to its con-

text, then without removal (i.e., unbinding) the new item-context binding would

be simply superimposed onto the existing one, rather than actually replacing it.

The distinction between removal of old information and encoding of new

information in our theoretical framework implies that removal can also operate

without immediate replacement of the removed content by new content. Whereas

in the present paper we conceptualized removal and encoding as twin processes

jointly accomplishing WM updating, removal can also be useful in situations that
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are not typically considered to involve updating. For example, when a list item

has been recalled and participants expect no further recall demand for that item,

the recalled item is removed to avoid repetition errors. Likewise, if information

encoded into WM distracts from the main task at hand, as the distractor items do

in complex span tasks, the distracting information can be removed. We argue that

there is now considerable evidence for the generality of a process of removal in

cognition that can be formalized as Hebbian anti-learning (Anderson, 1991). Re-

moval by anti-learning has been used to explain response suppression in standard

(serial) recall (cf. Lewandowsky & Li, 1994; Lewandowsky, 1999; Lewandowsky

& Farrell, 2000), removal of distractors in complex-span tasks (cf. Oberauer et al.,

2012), and the removal of outdated items during updating.

Taken together, a number of recent studies support the notion that active re-

moval is vital for WM updating, and can also act as the “housekeeper” of WM,

serving to minimize interference from irrelevant information and thus allowing

more efficient WM processing. It follows that the present results also support the

implementation of a removal mechanism into contemporary computational mod-

els of WM, such as SOB (Oberauer et al., 2012).

In this context, however, one conundrum remains. In two individual-differences

studies, we found that the efficiency of information removal and substitution in

WM was unrelated to WM capacity (Ecker et al., 2010, in press). While these

studies provide evidence that removal and substitution processes can be differenti-

ated from more generic WM functions (such as retrieval), it is unclear why higher

removal efficiency does not lead to higher WM capacity; this question needs to be
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addressed by future research.

Besides providing additional evidence for active removal of irrelevant infor-

mation from WM, the present study sheds more light on the general workings of

WM. We have provided evidence that circumstances exist in which people seem

to only remove one item even though they know that two items will have to be up-

dated. On the one hand, this demonstrates that removal is an item-specific process,

and thus supports the assumption, derived from SOB, that removal operates via

unlearning of a specific item-context association. On the other hand, this finding

supports the notion that people try to avoid the costs associated with switching

their focus of attention (Basak & Verhaeghen, 2011; Oberauer, 2002) and also

their operational mode of WM (see below and Kessler & Oberauer, in press). A

precedent for the avoidance of switch costs can be found in the literature on prob-

lem solving and categorization, where people may continue to use a suboptimal

strategy to avoid strategy switch costs (Kalish et al., 2005; Lemaire & Lecacheur,

2010; Lewandowsky et al., 2000).

Finally, our modeling confirms some of the conclusions advanced by Kessler

& Oberauer (in press): First, people carry out selective updating of a set of verbal

memory items by scanning through the set in forward order (here: from left to

right; we acknowledge that this may not apply to non-verbal stimuli, in particular

if items are presented in a less-structured spatial array). The selective abolishment

of the repetition benefit for the left-most but not the right-most updated item in the

set (Experiment 3) provides a direct confirmation for that assumption. Second, se-

lective updating of WM contents entails switching between maintenance and up-
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dating modes of WM, and these switches incur a time cost that is reflected in the

regression weight of the mode-switch predictor. Our consistent finding of a sig-

nificant regression weight for the mode-switch predictor thus supports dual-mode

theories of WM, with a default maintenance mode on the one hand—providing the

stability expected of any memory system—and an updating mode on the other—

providing the flexibility that a working memory system in service of higher cogni-

tion requires (Artuso & Palladino, 2011; Kessler & Oberauer, in press). We argue

that this conceptualization of dual WM modes provides a compelling explanation

for how WM can achieve both stability and flexibility. The notion of dual modes

of operation is also supported by recent findings from cognitive neuroscience.

For example, Roth et al. (2006) identified a frontoparietal network specifically in-

volved in WM updating, and Murty et al. (2011) provided evidence for selective

recruitment of a neural network by partial updating as opposed to maintenance

of WM content, thus supporting a distinction between updating and maintenance

modes of WM that has also been incorporated into contemporary neuro-cognitive

frameworks of WM (cf. Bledowski et al., 2010; O’Reilly, 2006).
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Table 1: Model Predictor Values for each Updating Condition in Experiment 1

Condition E R MS FS W RF

UMM-S 1 1 2 2 0 2

MUM-S 1 1 2 2 0 2

MMU-S 1 1 1 2 0 2

UUM-S 2 2 2 2 0 1

UMU-S 2 2 3 2 0 1

MUU-S 2 2 1 2 0 1

UUU-S 3 0 1 2 1 0

UMM-L 1 0 1 2 0 2

MUM-L 1 0 1 1 0 1

MMU-L 1 0 0 0 0 0

UUM-L 2 1 1 2 0 1

UMU-L 2 1 2 2 0 1

MUU-L 2 1 0 1 0 0

UUU-L 3 0 0 2 0 0

Note. Updating conditions specified by U and M, updating and maintenance

requirements for each of the three frames, and S and L, short and long CTI

conditions; Model predictors coded as E, Encoding; R, Removal; MS, Mode

Switch; FS, Focus Switch; W , Wiping; RF , Refreshing. See text for details.
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Table 2: Model Fits in Experiment 1

Model BIC AIC deviance COD

E + MS + W 23453 23337 23281 0.434

E + MS + W + E ×MS 23437 23314 23248 0.435

E + R + MS + E ×MS 23403 23279 23212 0.437

E + R + MS + W + E ×MS 23430 23260 23175 0.439

E + R + MS + W + E × R 23411 23241 23157 0.439

Note. Five best-fitting models in Experiment 1, based on BIC. Model predictors

coded as E, Encoding; R, Removal; MS, Mode Switch; W , Wiping; RF , Refresh-

ing. BIC, Bayes Information Criterion; AIC, Akaike Information Criterion; COD,

coefficient of determination. Best-fitting model in bold font. See text for details.
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Table 3: Model Fits in Experiment 2

Model BIC AIC deviance COD

E + MS 6910 6847 6811 0.378

R + MS 6865 6802 6765 0.380

R + MS + R ×MS 6880 6810 6765 0.380

R + MS + c 6871 6801 6756 0.382

R + MS + c + R ×MS 6886 6810 6756 0.382

E + R + MS 6889 6794 6742 0.391

E + R + MS + E ×MS 6903 6801 6741 0.391

Note. Five best-fitting models in Experiment 2, based on BIC, plus best-fitting

model without removal predictor (first row), and best-fitting model from Ex-

periment 1 (last row). Model predictors coded as E, Encoding; R, Removal;

MS, Mode Switch; c, constant benefit for very-long CTI condition. BIC, Bayes

Information Criterion; AIC, Akaike Information Criterion; COD, coefficient of

determination. Best-fitting model in bold font. See text for details.
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Table 4: Model Predictor Values for each Updating Condition in Experiment 3

Condition E R MS FS D RF

UUM-SN 2 2 2 2 0 1

UMU-SN 2 2 3 2 0 1

MUU-SN 2 2 1 2 0 1

UUM-LN 2 1 1 2 0 1

UMU-LN 2 1 2 2 0 1

MUU-LN 2 1 0 1 0 0

UUM-SL 1 1 2 2 1 1

UMU-SL 1 1 3 2 1 1

MUU-SL 1 1 1 2 1 1

UUM-LL 2 1 1 2 0 1

UMU-LL 2 1 2 2 0 1

MUU-LL 2 1 0 1 0 0

UUM-SR 1 1 2 2 1 1

UMU-SR 1 1 3 2 1 1

MUU-SR 1 1 1 2 1 1

UUM-LR 1 0 1 2 1 1

UMU-LR 1 0 2 2 1 1

MUU-LR 1 0 0 1 1 0

Note. Updating conditions specified by U and M, updating and maintenance

requirements for each of the three frames, S and L, short and long CTI conditions,

and N, L, and R, coding no-repetition, repetition in the left ‘U’ frame, and

repetition in the right ‘U’ frame; Model predictors coded as E, Encoding; R,

Removal; MS, Mode Switch; FS, Focus Switch; D, Detection of repetition; RF ,

Refreshing. See text for details.
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Table 5: Model Fits in Experiment 3

Model BIC AIC deviance COD

MS + FS 37950 37869 37849 0.423

R + MS + R ×MS 37900 37811 37789 0.427

R + MS + D + MS × D 37916 37786 37754 0.430

R + MS + D + R × D 37906 37776 37744 0.430

R + MS + D 37890 37769 37739 0.430

R + MS + D + R ×MS 37896 37767 37735 0.430

Note. Five best-fitting models in Experiment 3, based on BIC, plus best-fitting

model without removal predictor (first row). Model predictors coded as R,

Removal; MS, Mode Switch; FS, Frame Switch; D, Detection of repetition.

BIC, Bayes Information Criterion; AIC, Akaike Information Criterion; COD,

coefficient of determination. Best-fitting model in bold font. See text for details.
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Encode K G and remember B K G; press Space; max. 5000 ms
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H
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Recall and type M; max. 5000 ms?

B T D

+ Fixation cross; 1000 ms

x out of 3 correct           (2000 ms)

                

                   

                 Inter-trial interval; 2500 ms

Figure 1: A representative but short trial sequence from Experiment 1, featuring 3 updating steps.

Across trials, the number of updating steps ranged from 1 to 21, with a 10% termination probability

after each step; this yielded a mean number of approx. 9 updating steps per trial. The duration of

the empty-frames interval after each updating step was determined by the length of the subsequent

cue-target interval (CTI): If the CTI was short (200 ms), the empty-frames interval was long (1800

ms), if the CTI was long (1500 ms), the empty-frames interval was short (500 ms), and hence the

retention interval between updating steps was constant at 2000 ms.
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Figure 2: Updating response times from Experiment 1. Vertical bars denote within-subject stan-

dard errors of the mean.
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Figure 3: Snapshot of events during an updating step according to the scanning removal model,

for short CTIs (left) and for long CTIs (right). Time runs from top to bottom, from t0 to t8; events

on the screen are presented in frames, and events assumed to happen in working memory are

presented in thought bubbles. The updating step starts with the state of working memory after the

last step, with the focus of attention (bold circle) on the last item, and the mode of operation set

to maintenance (continuous line of the bold circle). The updating step commences with a focus

switch (FS) to the first item, together with a mode switch (MS) to updating mode (broken-line

circle). The first item is removed (R). With a short CTI, the new item is by then available for

encoding, and is immediately encoded (E). This is followed by a focus switch to the second item,

together with a mode switch to maintenance mode. Nothing is to be done on the second item

(except perhaps refreshing it, not illustrated), so the focus shifts to the third item, together with

a switch to updating mode. The third item is removed, and the new letter encoded into the third

frame. At this point, working memory switches back into its default maintenance mode, and the

motor response is made. In the case of a long CTI, all processing steps starting with the first

encoding operation wait until display of the new letters. The arrow on the right of each column

shows the duration measured as updating RT in each condition.
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Figure 4: Model fit in Experiment 1. Bars represent observed mean RTs of specific updating conditions, which take position of updated

frames into account; condition labels refer to the three frames, the content of which is either maintained (M) or updated (U); S and L refer

to the duration of the CTI. Error bars show standard errors of the mean. Dots show predictions of the best-fitting regression model.
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Figure 5: Updating response times from Experiment 2. Vertical bars denote within-subject stan-

dard errors of the mean.
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Figure 6: Model fit in Experiment 2. Bars represent observed means of specific updating conditions, which take position of updated

frames into account; condition labels refer to the three frames, the content of which is either maintained (M) or updated (U); S and L refer

to the duration of the CTI. Error bars show standard errors of the mean. Dots show predictions of the best-fitting regression model.
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Figure 7: Updating response times from Experiment 3. Vertical bars denote within-subject stan-

dard errors of the mean.
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Figure 8: Model fit in Experiment 3. Bars represent observed means of specific updating conditions, which take position of updated

frames into account; condition labels refer to the three frames, the content of which is either maintained (M) or updated (U); S and L refer

to the duration of the CTI, N, L, and R code no-repetition, repetition in left ‘U’ frame, and repetition in right ‘U’ frame. Error bars show

standard errors of the mean. Dots show predictions of the best-fitting regression model.
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